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In the Metropolitan Museum of Art's textile collection there is a
small fourteenth century French pouch, about six inches
square123 It is embroidered in a split stitch using green, brown,
yellow, blue and white silk; the background was embroidered in
gold, although only flecks of the gold remain. Small gold knots
decorated the pouch's sides, and bare spaces indicate that tassels
or knots decorated the bottom of the pouch. It has a braided
purple linen handle, about 18 inches long.

The pouch has narrative scenes embroidered on each side, both
focusing on a woman in a yellow dress. On one side of the
pouch, a man wearing a knight's helmet and a woman in a fash-
ionable yellow dress ride a galloping horse toward a castle. The
woman rides sidesaddle; the man has his right leg over her dress
in a sexually possessive position; his left arm encircles her and
his hand holds her at the hip; the man's right hand is on his right
hip. A small oval object (it might be a purse) in the same brown
as the knight's tunic swings from the man's belt across the
woman's waist. The woman gestures toward the castle with her
right hand. Both figures look behind them to a clean-shaven
smiling man whose head and shoulders emerge from behind a
tree on the left side of the scene. The man's hands seem to be in
front of him, holding or leaning on something - holding a book,
leaning on a fence? The general feeling of the scene is pleasant
and, in spite of the galloping horse, calm.
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On the other side of the pouch, the woman in the same yellow
dress is the center of a turbulent scene. Her body and hands are
turned toward a bearded barefoot man with pointed ears (or
horns) and a knobby projection from his forehead. The man's
right hand appears to be reaching for or touching her breasts;
her hands reach toward him, possibly caressing, possibly push-
ing him away. Although he is leaning against a tree, both of his
bare feet are on the bottom of her garment. She turns her head
to look behind her at a woman, also fashionably dressed and
coiffed, whose let hand pulls at her yellow dress so violently
that her undergarment is exposed. With her right hand, the
woman raises a distaff overhead menacingly. It is unclear
whether it is aimed at the man or at the woman in the yellow
dress. Tension and the threat of violence permeate the scene.

The museum identifies the story as that of Patient Griselda with
the front showing "Griselda and Walther on horse back riding
toward the castle; Griselda's father under tree" and the back
showing "the return of Griselda to her parents".124 This identifi-
cation appears in a brief description of the pouch when Mrs.
Edward Harkness gave it to the museum in 1927.125 Frances
Morris describes the narrative thus:

The scenes portrayed in the embroidery, if surmise be
correct, are the departure of the hero, Walter, holding
upon his palfrey his bride, Griselda, the daughter of a
shepherd, and turning to give a farewell to the deserted
father, and on the reverse side possibly the return of
Griselda, who caresses the cheek of his father, as she
turns to her mother, who is offering her a distaff, symbol-
izing the solace of work.126

The Griselda story, the final story in Boccaccio's Decameron
and the Clerk's Tale in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, was popular
in late fourteenth century France in various translations.127 The
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story is that of a marquis who marries a beautiful peasant girl
and then tests her marital promise to be unfailingly obedient
and uncomplaining no matter what he does. In the penultimate
test, he publicly humiliates her by sending her home to her
father in an undergarment.

What were the probable uses for such a pouch, and would a
story like the Griselda story have been appropriate for them?
The pouch's description in the Secular Spirit exhibition cata-
logue hypothesized that the pouch would have been used to
carry a prayer book. A monumental brass of about 1300 in
Bruges shows a young woman with hands clasped in an attitude
of prayer; a similar pouch hangs from her wrist.128.

In Jan van Eyck's Arnolfini Portrait\ Linda Seidel cites another
use for the pouch:

Made in France, possibly on the occasion of a woman's
marriage, it would have held the token coins that, accord-
ing to certain continental traditions, the husband-to-be
gave his wife at the time of their union. The stitched
imagery affirms the husband's power over his wife; it nar-
ratizes her dependence on him for all her worldly belong-
ings while married...129

Either usage, as a container for religious materials or as a mari-
tal exemplum, is ideally suited to the Griselda story. Petrarch,
who made the story available through his Latin translation of
Boccaccio's Italian, saw the story as a superb example of how
people should accept the tribulations that God sent them. The
French translators, however, generally saw it as a story of the
ideal wife. Since Griselda came to her husband naked and dow-
erless, she is entirely dependent upon him for any worldly pos-
sessions; as a marital gift, a pouch holding coins and illustrating
this tale would be particularly rich with meaning. A minor argu-
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ment against Seidel's thesis is that pouches that held small valu-
ables, like jewelry or coins, usually had drawstrings; this pouch
has no closure.

In spite of the extraordinary appropriateness of the Griselda
story for a pouch made to hold either religious books or bridal
coins, I am convinced that the attribution is wrong.

Specifically, the side with the couple on horseback appears to
fit the Griselda story. The couple, identified as the marquis and
his bride bidding farewell to her peasant father, are riding
toward a castle, looking back toward a man in a wooded setting.
But the man under the tree is clean-shaven, apparently a young
man; while Griselda's father, Janicola, is always spoken of as
being elderly. And the man on horseback is a knight, readily
recognizable by his helmet and breastplate. The marquis, how-
ever, was the noble ruler of Saluzzo, a status above that of a
simple knight. Nor do the story's fourteenth century versions
refer to his engaging in knightly activities like fighting, joust-
ing, or even rescuing maidens. The marquis' pastimes were
hunting and hawking with his noble court.

The other side of the pouch is even more problematical: the
point of Griselda's banishment was the public humiliation of her
being either naked or in an undergarment; the woman in this
scene is still wearing her fashionable yellow dress. And Griselda
did not have parents, she only had a father-there is no mother in
any fourteenth century version of the story. Nor is the second
woman a peasant. She too wears a fashionable dress with long
flowing lappes on the sleeves, her hair is elaborately coiffed;
and she stands on the pathway to a castle, not a peasant's hut.
The strange figure leaning against the tree bears little resem-
blance to a respectable peasant father and even less resemblance
to the man on the pouch's other side.
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If the story is not of Griselda, what is it?

The two illustrations, both of which have a strong sexual ele-
ment, represent what appear to be opposites-a calm scene on
one side and a volatile one on the other. In fact, the pouch may
simply be illustrating appropriate sexuality and inappropriate
sexuality. On the side with the couple galloping toward a castle,
the knight and his lady give every sign of being harmoniously
together; she willingly accepts his sexual possessiveness and,
with her gesture towards the castle, seems pleased with their
destination. The man behind the tree smiles as he watches them
ride away, possibly providing societal approval of their union.

On the pouch's other side, the two women have the castle
behind them, possibly just having emerged from it. The man has
his feet on the yellow dress and his hands appear to be touching
the woman lewdly. Whether her hands are caressing him or
pushing him away is uncertain, but what is certain is the
extraordinary volatility of the second woman who is pulling the
yellow dress and using the distaff as a weapon against either the
man or the woman in the yellow dress. Assuming that the scene
is inappropriately sexual, there are then two interpretations: the
man may be attacking the woman in the yellow dress and the
second woman is coming to her rescue, or she may be attracted
to him and the second woman may be trying to protect her from
her own base instincts.

But who is the horned man leaning against a tree? In The Age of
Chivalry, Alexander and Binski define a wildman or wodewose
as one who "lived in the forest, had a shaggy beard and was
dressed in a hairy skin, covering all but his hands and feet...[He
was noted for his] inability to control his sexual passions."130 In
The Wild Man: Medieval Myth and Symbolism, Timothy
Husband points out that from the fourteenth to the sixteenth
centuries, the wild man was an extremely popular subject for
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art, represented in every visual medium including textiles and
tapestries. 131 One problem with identifying this man as a wild
man is that he is wearing clothes. In Husband's book, most wild
men are hairy, but a tapestry made in Alsace between 1390 and
1410 shows wild men in clothing: one wears a diagonally
striped one-piece body suit; another wears striped tights and top
with short balloon-type pants.132 To the Alexander/Binski
description of a wild man, Husband adds that he is often depict-
ed with a "large club... which he holds in his hand."133 Between
the man and the woman in the yellow dress, there is a light-col-
ored object, larger at the bottom than at the top which begins in
the extended arms at their shoulder/ breast height and disap-
pears behind the man's legs. Although damage to the pouch in
this area makes identification difficult, it looks suspiciously like
a club.
A narrative possibility might simply be an exemplum showing
the lust which abounds in the wild forest, and appropriate love
which is located in the castle. On the other hand, the specificity
of the portrayals appears to illustrate a narrative. Although I
have not found that narrative, an analogue might be the tale of
Sir Enyas, which Roger Sherman Loomis saw as "a contrast
between lustful and pure love."134 In this lost romance (although
its basic narrative is known from inscriptions over marginal
illustrations in the Taymouth Hours), an elderly knight, Sir
Enyas, rescues a maiden from a wild man, a wodewose135. When
a handsome young knight challenges him to a duel with the
maiden as a prize, Sir Enyas suggests permitting her to choose
between them. Although Sir Enyas believes that she will, in
gratitude for his heroism , select him, she chooses the young
knight.136

Sir Enyas, because of his age, is an unlikely rescuer, and so,
because of physical weakness, may be the woman with the
distaff. As he prevailed in spite of his age, so may she in spite
of her gender, thus freeing the woman in the yellow dress for a
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more appropriate union like that depicted on the pouch's oppo-
site side.

In the two scenes on the pouch, the good and the bad are clear.
But what underlies the particular depictions, I do not yet know.

Notes

123 I tem 27.48.2 in the Antonio Rati Textile Center, Metropol i tan
M u s e u m of Art , N e w York. It was displayed in 1975 at the
Cloisters in the exhibit ion The Secular Spirit: Life and Art at the
End of the Middle Ages. A black and whi te illustration of the
side wi th the two w o m e n and the m a n leaning against the tree is
n u m b e r 88a on page 80 of the exhibit ion catalogue.

124 From the museum's label identifying the object.

125 Frances Morris; "A gift of embroideries," Bulletin of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art 22:7 (July 1927, 186-89.

126

127 Petrarch's Latin translation of Boccaccio's tale 1373 and 1374
made the story readily available to all literate people. Among the four-
teenth century French versions are an anonymous translation "Le
Livre Griseldis" that Chaucer used as a source for his Clerk's Tale, the
1395 play LEstoire de Griseldis; a retelling in Philippe de Mezières'
Le livre de la vertu et du sacrement de mariage et du reconfort des
dames mariées', and another retailing in Le Ménager de Paris, a book
of instruction from an elderly husband to a young wife.

128 The illustration referred to is from Rev. W.F. Creeny, A Book of
Facsimiles of Monumental Brasses on the Continent of Europe with
brief descriptive notes 'London, 1987), p. 433.
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129 Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993, p . 123. Seidel
reprints the same black and white illustration that is in The Secular
Spirit.

130 KJ.J.G. Alexander and P. Binski, The Age of Chivalry (London,
1987°, p . 433 .

131 The Wild Man: Medieval Myth and Symbolism (New York, 1980)
was the catalogue for an exhibition at the Cloisters, October 9, 1980 to
January 11, 1981.

132 Ibid., figs. 4 1 , 78, and 88 on pp . 76, 126, and 138. The original
tapestry (which was not in the Cloisters exhibit) is in the Stadt
Museum, regensburg.

133 Ibid. p . 2.

134 Ibid. p . 70.

135 Alexander and Binski, op. cit., pp . 458-59.

136 Sir Enyas is rewarded however ; the ungrateful lady is eaten by a
lion.
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Fig. 1. Metropolitan pouch: Front (Couple Ride to Castle)

Fig. 2. Metropolitan pouch: Back (Violent scene)
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Fig. 3 Combat of two wild men, tapestry, Alsace (Husband, The
Wild Man: Medieval Myth and Symbolism fig. 88)
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